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    Montreal INFO ADIM  

 

Dear ADIM-Montreal members, 

 

Already September. We hope you were able to enjoy the 

warm and sunny summer. 

Your team has been hard at work during the summer by en-

suring working relations and defending your rights with the 

COs. We have also, with your Federation (FIPEQ) and your 

central (CSQ), progressed in the preventive withdrawal files 

and have also received, as required by an agreement reached 

between the MFA and the FIPEQ-CSQ, a lump sum for the 

2015-2016 year.  Together, we have initiated an extensive 

promotional campaign for our profession. 

A series of measures have been taken to oppose the single-

window access (page 3) and others will follw or are on 

standby. We will keep you informed. Rest assured that it is a 

file your executive committee will closely monitor. 

We invite you to come to the CO tour in great numbers. The 

time to prioritize our union demands has come. Come take a 

stand to give your negociating team a clear mandate. 

We want a collective agreement tailored to your image. 

Defense               Solidarity              Appreciation 

Your ADIM-Montreal Team 

September-October 2018—No  6 
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Coordinating Office TOUR 
New Collective Agreement Consultation and 2018-2019 Delegates’ Election 

Let’s recall that our collective Agreement is due on March 31st, 2019.  During last May’s pre-consultation tour, you were able to 

exchange with other HCEs on improvements that could be done to our collective Agreement.  On this occasion, several com-

ments were taken in. 

You are now invited to come and give your opinion on what should be retained in the booklet which will establish the union de-

mands to be submitted to the Family Ministry. 

You will have to make a significant gesture during this meeting by deciding on the demands that are a priority for you.  

For this reason, you are personally invited to make your decision on different propositions in order to give your negotiating team 

a clear mandate. 

Again, the meetings will be held throughout all the province’s regions. 

We will also take this opportunity to elect your 2018-2019 new delegates. INTERESTED?  It is the occasion to make yourself 

known with a short presentation. 

If you are not able to attend your CO meeting on the scheduled date, here are other 
meetings you may attend throughout Montréal. 

 

CO Cavendish  -     Tuesday, September 18th  19 à 21 hrs 

     Provigo  St-Jacques 6600, St-Jacques O, H4B 1V8 

CO Jardin des Fruits et CO Parc  - Wednesday September 19th 19 à 21 hrs 

      CRC 6767 Chemin de la Côte-des-Neiges, 6th floor, H3S 2T6 

CO Maisons Enjouées  - Thursday September  20th   19 à 21 hrs. 

      CSQ  9405 Sherbrooke E, H1L 6P3 

CO Enfants Soleil—Monday September 24th  19 à 21 hrs 

          Centre Loisir Monseigneur Pigeon  5550 Rue Angers H4E 4A5 

CO Panda et La Pointe  -  Wednesday September 26th  19 à 21 hrs 

     Provigo St-Jean 4849 Boul. Saint-Jean H9H 2A9 

CO Jardin des Rêves et Tchou-tchou  - Thursday September 27th  19 à 21 hrs. 

    ADIM-Montréal  - 433 Chabanel O, suite 203 H2N 2J4 

Door Prizes 
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Coopérative Enfance-Famille 

La Place 0-5 ans 

Single-Window 

Actions performed during the 2018 summer report 

• Three disagreements filed on June 22nd, 2018 to challenge the directive on the 

open-window service: 

 Violation on the collective right to negotiation; 

 Violation on the autonomy in the choice of customers; 

 Illegal subsidy recovery; 

 

• July 6th 2018:  Press release announcing members the Cooperative de services 

EnfanceFamille.org’s failure to respect their obligations.  

• July 11th, 2018: letter to assistant deputy minister, Carole Vézine, asking her to 

pressure her counterpart; 

• July 24th, 2018: answer received by the Cooperative’s lawyer, indicating that 

she would follow upon their commitments of integrating the HCEs in the gov-

ernance on their next September 2018 annual assembly.  

• August 9th, 2018: Press release to members concerning the legal appeals and 

mobilisation; 

• August 20th, 2018: new letter to the Cooperative’s lawyer asking them the by-

laws,  the form permitting the access to member status, commitment to hold 

an extraordinary general assembly the same day to allow HCEs to participate; 

• An audience on August 23rd, 2018: preliminary objections on the three disa-

greements; 

• August 28th, 2018: letter sent to the Coopérative, to denounce several prob-

lems with the La Place 0-5 platform; 

• August 30th, 2018:  letter sent to the Minister asking the consequence suspen-

sion for a non-enrolment of an HCE 
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Working relations 
 

Precisions concerning the legal impediment certificates 

(translated from:https://www.mfa.gouv.qc.ca/fr/services-de-garde/bc/Sante-securite/faq/Pages/faq_1.aspx) 

 

• Is it necessary to wait for the legal impediment certificate before allowing an employee to work? 

Yes.  It is always necessary to wait for the legal impediment certificate verification result before allowing employees to 
work in a facility or home daycare.  Nothing was removed from the legal impediment verification with the new regulation.  
In fact, changes introduced merely demand that the legal impediment certificate be accompanied by a verification con-
sent copy. 

• Does the recognition applicant or the home daycare provider (HCP), have to be informed of the result of all legal 
impediment verification concerning people living in the residence? Can the home daycare coordinating office (CO) 
only assess the information that may reveal an impediment concerning these people? 

The recognition applicant or HCP is notified when an adult living in the residence is the subject of the legal impediment 
verification who is in fact positive. However, if she wishes to maintain her recognition application, it is the CO who evalu-
ates the information statement content which may indicate an impediment. 

• In which way must a CO communicate the results of a legal impediment verification to a recognition applicant or 
an HCP? 

The CO must communicate the legal impediment verification result to the recognition applicant or HCP. He can do it by 
mail, e-mail, fax or the result may be given in person. However, the CO must ensure that the communication mean cho-
sen, allows to adequately protect the concerned person’s personal information. 

In the event of a positive legal impediment verification for an assistant or replacement, must the HCP be informed? Must 
the HCP also participate in the evaluation of all information statement that may indicate an impediment? 

The person concerned by a positive legal impediment verification must decide if he maintains or not his application, after 
having taken cognizance of the facts he is being held accountable for. If yes, the person provides the information state-
ment which may indicate an impediment to the HCP and the CO for them to assess the content.  The CO cannot make 
this assessment on its own. Furthermore, an occasional replacement or assistant with a positive result that changes 
jobs, will have to provide this statement to each HCP that will hire him. 

• Must the recognition applicant or the HCP always be informed of the existence of impediments (including persons 
living with her)? 

When a positive result concerns an adult living in the residence where care services are or will be provided, the recogni-
tion applicant or HCP is informed of the positive result. However, if the applicant decides to maintain her recognition ap-
plication, it is the CO who assesses the statement content. When the positive result concerns an assistant, replacement, 
intern or volunteer, both CO and HCP are informed simultaneously of the positive result and must, if the concerned per-
son maintains his application, assess the content of any statement that may reveal an impediment, together.  

• Must an HCP verify the assistant’s or occasional replacement’s original legal impediment certificate? 

The HCP has the obligation to verify that her assistant and her replacement have valid legal impediment certificates be-
fore entering the service.  It may happen that an assistant or replacement that change jobs, provides a legal impediment 
certificate copy, having the CO kept the original. In this situation, the assistant or occasional replacement may ask the 
CO to provide a legal impediment certificate copy.  After having verified it, the HCP transmits to the CO to be kept in her 
file. 

• Must the CO obtain the HCP’s employee authorization before returning a legal impediment verification copy? 

No. Article 5 of the Educational Childcare Regulation (Regulation or RSGEE) stipulates that, while verifying the legal 
impediments, the concerned person consents to communicate the legal impediment certificate to the HCP and the CO. 

•               During the service hours, can an underaged work, complete an internship or volunteer in a home daycare 
service? 

No.  These persons may be the object of a legal impediment verification and are not concerned by the exceptions ap-
plied to underaged who work in a licensee’s facility (art. 4.1).  Therefore, an underaged may not work, have an internship 
or volunteer in a home daycare service.  

https://www.mfa.gouv.qc.ca/fr/services-de-garde/bc/Sante-securite/faq/Pages/faq_1.aspx
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4 year-old pre-kindergarten 
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CF— Conseil Fédéral / Federal Council 

CSA— Conseil Sectorielle des ADIMS / Adim Sectorial Council 

CE  -  Comité Exécutif / Executive committee 

CG— CSQ General Council 

Su Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat 

      1 

2 3 4 5 CSA 6 CSA 7 CSA 8 

9 10 11 CF 12 CF 13 CF 14 15 

16 17 
18 Cavedish 

Tour 

19 Parc and Jardin 

De Fruits Tour 

20 Maisons En-

jouées Tour 21 22 

23 24 Enfants Soleil 

Tour 
25 CE 26 Panda and La 

Pointe Tour 
27 Tchou-tchou and 
Jardin des Rêves 
Tour 

28 29 

30       

SEPTEMBER 2018 

Su Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 CG 25 CG 26 CG 27 

28 29 CE 30 31    

OCTOBER 2018  
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Adim-Montréal 
 

433 Chabanel Ouest, suite 203 

Montréal, Québec. 

H2N 2J4 

English (HCE) phone number   

514 917-5545 

Courriel        

g50.adim.montreal@lacsq.org 

   Website:   

 http/www.adimmontreal.com/ 

 

Have a nice beginning of year! 

Ideas of arts and crafts for  

Halloween 

http/www.adimmontreal.com/
http://lutinscreatifs.canalblog.com/archives/2017/10/26/36078144.html
http://lutinscreatifs.canalblog.com/archives/2014/10/15/30749317.html
http://lutinscreatifs.canalblog.com/archives/2014/10/17/30749247.html

